Under the Microscope

Rapid diagnosis and the
routine microbiology laboratory
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of the service we offer. Certainly those
of us who act as consumers of laboratory
services as well as providers are usually
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back to us unexpectedly quickly, even if it
is only to confirm our suspected diagnosis
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and get results out quicker. It is difficult
to argue with this desire if it is easy and
cost-effective. Of course, we first need to
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use of antibacterial agents 1.
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and in outbreak management. However,
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Decisions about adopting rapid tests

tract infection or sepsis usefully modify
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Microbiologists

Also, if we can provide antibiotic

antibiotic, will they actually review the

should then ask the difficult questions

susceptibility results in 6 hours rather

patient and write a new prescription?

about the effect on patient management.
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Unfortunately, the truth is that, for the

enough unexpected results to make it

None of this negates the potential value

vast majority of the routine work that
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tract, soft tissue and respiratory tract

For example, there are recent data that

infections.

results
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early diagnosis of influenza reduces
antibiotic prescribing in children and

There is a hope that early identification of

reduces admission rates .

But does

microorganisms and their susceptibilities

rapidly identifying a cause of urinary

will lead to better antibiotic choices.
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